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Hilbert spaces are characterized through the validity of the strong law of large 
numbers. Other characterizations of Hilbert spaces are also given at the same time 
in this note. 10 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real separable Banach space and X* its topological dual 
space. Let (LA a 1 be a sequence of X-valued random variables defined on 
a basic probability space (52, ~4, P) satisfying 
E&,=0 for all n 2 1, (1.1) 
where E denotes the expectation (that is, Bochner integral with respect to 
P). Then (5,) is said to satisfy the strong law of large numbers if 
fk;, tk-” a. s. ( =almost surely). (1.2) 
We shall then study under what conditions the strong law of large numbers 
holds. In [ 1 ] Beck has considered the condition 
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and in [S] Hoffmann-Jorgensen and Pisier have considered the condition 
In what follows, we denote by L’(X) the Banach space of all X-valued 
random variables which satisfy El1 5 11 2< co and, for each r in L2(X) denote 
by S, its couariance operator (see [7]); that is, the nuclear operator of X* 
into X which is defined by 
s,f=E(Lf > t- (-R,f) Et, ffX*. 
Further we denote by Jlr(X*, X) the Banach space of all nuclear operators 
of X* into X with the nuclear norm v(.) (see [4]). 
In this note we shall consider a condition 
ng n-2% converges in N(X*, X), (1.5) 
which is weaker than the above two conditions (1.3) and (1.4), and show 
that the strong law of large numbers holds for any sequence (t,), z i of 
independent X-valued random variables satisfying ( 1 .l ) and ( 1.5) if and 
only if X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. Other characterizations of 
Hilbert spaces are also given at the same time in the following theorem. 
Throughout this note, the letter R will denote the set of real numbers. 
THEOREM. For a real separable Banach space X, the following assertions 
(1 b(4) are equioalent: 
(1) X is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. 
(2) For any sequence (5,),>, c L2(X) satisfying (l.l), 5, converges in 
L’(X) if (and only if) the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) For each fE X*, <<,, f) converges in L’(R). 
(b) The set (Stn} is relatively compact in M(X*, X). 
(3) For any sequence (LJnal of independent X-valued random 
variables satisfying (l.l), C,“= i 5, converges a. s. if 
converges in JV( X*, X). 
(4) The strong law of large numbers holds for any sequence (<,,),,z, of 
independent X-valued random variables satisfying ( 1.1) and ( 1.5). 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Before starting to prove the theorem, in this section we shall characterize 
relative compactness of sets and L2-convergence of sequences in L’(X) 
when X is a Hilbert space. 
Denote by ZP(X), 1 <p < co, the Banach space of all sequences x = 
&Jn, 1 of vectors in a Banach space X which satisfy C,“= 1 JJx,JJ p < 00. We 
shall use the following lemma to prove results in this section. 
LEMMA 1 [2]. A set KC Zp(X) is relatively compact if and only if: 
in X (i) F 
or each n 3 1, the set K(n) = {x,; x E K} is relatively compact 
(ii) lim, _ m suP,EKC:=N ll~“llp=Q 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space with the inner product ( ., . ). 
Then X(X*, X) coincides with the Banach space Y(H) of all trace class 
operators on H. 
PROPOSITION 2. A set Kc L2( H) is relatively compact if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For each x E H, the set ((<, x); < E K} is relatively compact in 
L2( R). 
(2) The set {Et; t: E K} is relatively compact in H and the set {S, ; 
5 E K) is relatively compact in r(H). 
Proof Assume first that K is relatively compact. Then condition (1) is 
satisfied since the map t; -+ ([, x) of L’(H) into L*(R) is continuous. Con- 
dition (2) follows from an easily verified inequality, 
for all <, 9 in L’(H) satisfying Et = Eq = 0. 
Conversely, assume conditions (1) and (2). Let { cp,} be a basis of H and 
let us consider the set ME { ((5, cp,)), a r ; 5 E K} of elements in 12(L2(R)). 
Then M is relatively compact in f2(L2(R)), since it satisfies conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 1. In fact, condition (i) of Lemma 1 is satisfied from 
hypothesis (1). Since the map x + ((x, ~p,)),~ i of H into l’(R) and the map 
s -+ ((G”, cp”)L> 1 of 5(H) into Z’(R) are continuous, it follows from 
hypothesis (2) that the set {((El, P,J)~~,; <EK) and the set (((S,cp,, 
CPJ) n z 1 ; < E K} are relatively compact in 12(R) and l’(R), respectively. 
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Thus we have 
<2. lim sup f [(Et, rpJ2 + lim sup f (Sq,, cp,) 
N-m tEK”=N N+w tEK,,=N 
therefore condition (ii) of Lemma 1 is also satisfied. We define now a con- 
tinuous map of /‘(L2(R)) into L2(H) as follows: 
(Ox)(.)= f x,(.)(Pm x = (xrz(. )L > I E ~2(L2uw, 
II=1 
where the series is norm convergent in L2( H). Then we have BM= K and 
consequently K itself is relatively compact in L’(H). From Proposition 2, 
using the standard argument, we have 
COROLLARY 3. A sequence (t,,), 5 1 c L2(H) converges in L2(H) if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For each x E H, (t,,, x) converges in L’(R). 
(2) The set {Et,,} . IS relatively compact in H and the set {S,“} is 
relatively compact in Y(H). 
3. PRCOF OF THEOREM 
(1) * (2) follows from Corollary 3. (2) * (3): Set <, = C;=, tk. It is suf- 
ficient to show that the sequence ([n)n> 1 satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of 
(2) because (LA 2 1 converges a.s. if it converges in L’(X) (see [S, Lemma 
1.23). Condition (b) follows from (1.6) since 1; =, S,, = Sin for all n > 1. 
On the other hand, for each fo X* we have 
for all n > m > 1, and this, together with (1.6), implies condition (a). 
(3)* (4): By (l.l), (1.5), and assumption (3) we have that x:,“=l &,/n con- 
verges a.s. since C;= i kP2SrL = C;= i Seklk for all n > 1. Now we notice that 
Kronecker’s lemma is valid in any Banach space (with the same proof as in 
the real case), so we have that C;! I r,/n converges to 0 as n -+ co. In order 
to prove (4) 3 (1) we need definitions of “type” and “cotype” and a result 
of [6]. 
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Let (YA 2 I be a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random 
variables. A Banach space X is said to be of type 2 if for every sequence 
(X”),. 1 in X such that C,“= 1 )lx,1(* < co, we have that the series C,“=, ynx, 
converges as. and is said to be of cotype 2 if for every sequence (x,),~ , 
such that the series C,“= 1 y,x, converges a.s., we have C,“= I IJx,,1j2 < co. 
From a standard argument using the closed graph theorem we find that a 
Banach space X is of type 2 and of cotype 2 if and only if there exists a con- 
stant C > 1 such that for any positive integer n and any x, , x2 ,..., x,, in X, 
c-l i lIx,l12~~ f Y&X& 
&=I II II 
2 
GC f lbkl12. 
k=l k=l 
Then Kwapien has shown in [6, Proposition 3.11 that if X is of type 2 and 
of cotype 2 then it is isomorphic to a Hilbert space. 
Now suppose that (4) holds, and we prove that if X is of type 2 and of 
cotype 2. First, since condition (1.5) is weaker than (1.4) it follows from 
Theorem 2.1 in [S] that X is of type 2. Next we prove that X is of cotype 2. 
Suppose to the contrary that there exists a sequence (Xi)i~, such that 
x,E I yixi converges a.s., but Cp”= 1 ljxil12 = co. (Without loss of generality 
we may assume that xi # 0 for all i 3 1.) If we set a& = cF= 1 I/Xi/l 2 then 
a& + Cc and also CT=, IIx&lj */a& = aJ. Define a sequence (t&)&g I of 
independent X-valued random variables satisfying (1.1) with distributions 
such that 
Pr 5k= - ,l>kll ( 
“a’-‘xk)=pr(sk=k~)=~.~ (3 1) 
Pr([&=o)= l-I(xkl)*/a&. 
Then by the Borel-Cantelh lemma, 5,/n does not converge to 0 a.s. so that 
t&g1 lk does not converge to 0 a.s. (3.2) 
Now let us consider a sequence (q,,), aI of X-valued Gaussian random 
variables defined by )I* = C;=, Y&X&. Then, by (3.1) it is easy to show that 
S,,” = C;= I k-*St, for all n > 1. Since qn converges a.s., by Theorem 1 [3] 
S,” = xi= I kw2S,, converges in M(X*, X). Therefore from assumption (4) 
it follows that C;=, <k/n converges to 0 a.s. and this contradicts (3.2). The 
proof is now complete. 
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